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Forward Looking Statements
Certain statements contained in this presentation may constitute "forward-looking statements.” These statements, identified by words such as “plan,” "anticipate,” "believe,”
"estimate,” "should,” "expect" and similar expressions include our expectations and objectives regarding our future financial position, operating results and business strategy.
Forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties, assumptions and other factors that may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of Hello
Pal International Inc. (“HP”) to be materially different from any future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements. Such factors
include, among others, general business, economic, competitive, political and social uncertainties; lack of brand awareness; limited number of products; limited operating history;
intellectual property protection; market fluctuations; and retention of key personnel.
Forward looking statements are based on a number of material factors and assumptions, including global economic conditions to show modest improvement in the near to medium
future, no material change to competitive environment, ability to continue to grow its user base on its HP platform, HP will be able to access sufficient qualified staff and there will be no
material changes to the tax and other regulatory requirements governing HP. While HP considers these assumptions may be reasonable based on information currently available to it,
these assumptions may prove to be incorrect. Actual results may vary from such forward-looking information for a variety of reasons, including but not limited to risks and uncertainties
disclosed in the section titled "Risk Factors” in the Listing Statement filed with the Canadian Securities Exchange.
HP intends to discuss in its quarterly and annual reports any events or circumstances that occurred during the period to which such documents relate that are reasonably likely to cause
actual events or circumstances to differ materially from those disclosed in the Listing Statement. New factors emerge from time to time, and it is not possible for management to predict
all of such factors and to assess in advance the impact of each such factor on our business or the extent to which any factor, or combination of such factors, may cause actual results to
differ materially from those contained in any forwarding looking statement. Accordingly, readers should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. The factors identified
above are not intended to represent a complete list of the factors that could affect HP.
The forward-looking statements contained in this presentation are expressly qualified by this cautionary statement. Forward-looking statements are made based on management’s
beliefs, estimates and opinions on the date the statements are made and, except as required by law, HP undertakes no obligation to update or revise publicly any forward-looking
statement, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, after the date which the statements are made to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated events. Readers
are cautioned against attributing undue certainty to, and placing undue reliance on, forward-looking statements.

*Non-IFRS Financial Measure
Readers are cautioned that "receipts" is a measure not recognized under IFRS. Total receipts includes the amount of cash received by the Company and its agents from the use of the
Hello Pal app. Under IFRS, total receipts may be higher than revenue as a portion of the revenue is received by agents of Hello Pal. However, the Company's management believes
that "receipts" provides investors with insight into management's decision-making process because management uses this measure to run the business and make financial, strategic
and operating decisions. Further, "receipts" also provides useful insight into the operating performance of the Hello Pal app. "Receipts" does not have standardized meanings
prescribed by IFRS and therefore may not be comparable to similar measures presented by other issuers. Readers are cautioned that "receipts" are not an alternative to measures
determined in accordance with IFRS and should not, on their own, be construed as indicators of performance, cash flow or profitability.
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The Significance of Gaining 5 million
The five million user mark is an industry standard benchmark of success
•

Adaptable for the 5G platform

•

User growth accelerates as the base grows

•

The ability to monetize user-base

•

Enhanced monetization possibilities

•

Attracts larger companies for mergers / acquisitions

•

The user benchmark enables the platform to be valued
using comparable method
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Livestreaming E-Commerce
The Tech Movement
❑

Hello Pal is moving forward with new technologies, such as
livestream, to enhance the 5G revolution experience.

❑

Plan to capitalize on China’s billion-dollar livestreaming
market

❑

Our live streaming service is comparable, in user experience
and quality, to the large livestreaming companies: Twitch, KK,
TicTok and Huya.
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5G Revolution
❑

Allowed for stronger signals and clearer pictures for users
across the globe.

❑

Livestreaming has boosted sectors like education,
entertainment and tourism
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COVID-19 Effects on Livestreaming

❑

COVID-19 forcing people to stay home, there is never been more people browsing the internet then now.

❑

Internet traffic surges as companies and universities are interacting over video chats and other online
communication versus in-person interactions.

❑

People are changing the way they shop, learn languages and interacting with one another on social media
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Hello Pal’s Livestreaming Service
What is Livestreaming?

❑

Livestreaming allows Hello Pal users to broadcast themselves
to other users in real time, receive virtual gifts, and redeem
the gifts for cash.

Robust Growth

❑

Livestreaming has added growth momentum to Hello Pal's
userbase which now stands at 5 million registered users from
over 200 countries and regions.

Strong Daily Usage

❑

Over 10,000 active livestreamers and viewers have been
online daily from Oct to present and steadily increasing.

Monetized User Base.

❑

Total receipts have grown to over $8,636,469.26 (CAD) since
worldwide rollout (Aug ‘19). Receipt growth has been
organic.
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Start Broadcasting and
Earn Money
Step 3

Step 1

Step 5

Step 2

Step 4
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5 Steps to withdraw Earnings

❑ The available amount for withdrawal in “My Earning” is displayed in RMB. The actual amount
transferred to your account depends on the exchange rate determined by the company managing
your account.
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Receipts since Worldwide Launch

* See Non-IFRS Financial Measures

❑

Natural organic growth with very minimal marketing done

❑

5 straight months over $1,000,000 CAD in monthly receipts
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Bright Future for Hello Pal
❑

❑

Melot Group, Owner and Operator of the Highly popular "KK Livestream" app
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

Hello Pal has Moved its Operations to the KK Headquarters in Hangzhou and will Continue to Grow Together
❑
❑
❑

❑

❑

China-based company which operates in the Live Streaming services
Over 170 million registered users and over 200,000 livestream host
Estimated 2019 revenue of $131M USD
Profit Margin between 25-30%
A Round of $3M USD
B Round of $70M USD

KK has 1500 employees allowing Hello Pal access to more resources.
The consolidation of offices has reduced Hello Pal’s operation cost and run rate and will continue to do so as new efficiencies are
revealed
They have presence in 9 cities around the world: Beijing, Shanghai, Hong Kong, Shenyang, Ruijin, Los Angeles (USA), San Francisco
(USA), Mumbai (India), Islamabad (Pakistan)

We Believe Hello Pal is Undervalued for a Small Cap Tech Company
❑
❑

Producing over a million in revenue over the last 5 months
Organic growth continues to be the main driving factor

KK has allowed Hello Pal to Switch to their Servers and Infrastructure
❑
❑

Providing cost savings
Improving user experience with a more defined interface and less lag.

Source: KK Streams powerpoint
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Moments Feature
Hello Pal’s Core Features remain Popular for Users
❑

Allows people to share 'moments' of their lives, in the form of pictures,
short videos, audio and text, with other users on the platform.

❑

Moments postings are categorized by location, language and category type
❑ For example: a 'foodie' in Seattle, can easily see what Korean food
looks like, simply by filtering by location ("Korea") and Category type
("Food and Drinks").

❑

Hello Pal's Moments are comparable to popular features in other apps
such as WeChat and Instagram

❑

Moments is an important part of Hello Pal's monetization strategy,
allowing increased opportunities for targeted sponsored posts

Instagram
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Chat and Translation
Hello Pal’s core features remain popular for users
❑

An Open platform has encouraged global social interactivity with people with
similar interest

❑

Using the filtering and matching abilities, you can easily find pals that suit your
criteria. The world is suddenly a much smaller place

❑

Momo established its market cap (7+B) with this business model

Powerful translation tools
❑

Using the built-in translation tool, you can chat freely with your pals on any
topic and in any language such as Chinese, French or Japanese

❑

Voice chat features allows participants to phonetically practice other
languages

❑

Voice translation features help participants grasp the phonetic nuances with
a new language
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Current State of Hello Pal
New avenues of growth are required for long term viability
❑

Monthly revenues expected to reach 2M CAD (10M RMB) by end of 2020

❑

How to increase user growth and activity:
❑ Expanding operations and sales team
❑ Expanding to foreign (non-China) markets
❑ Increasing focus on social features
❑ Upgrading Bonanza gifts
❑ Upgrading ‘show livestreaming’ model to increase user activity and growth

❑

Major initiative: 1-on-1 video chat matching, focused on international market (expected end October)
❑ Introduction of VIP membership revenue model which is more applicable for social app
❑ See Azar (Korean) app – monthly revenues of over US$8M
❑ Led by new team member (Vincent Chai) who has experience in launching international 1-on-1 livestreaming app,
with commercial success
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Share Structure
Issued & Outstanding

114,951,756

Options

11,494,150

Warrants

434,782

Fully Diluted

126,880,688
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Management & Directors
KL Wong - Founder, Interim Chief Executive Officer and Director
❑
He graduated with a law degree from Cambridge University and started off his career as a lawyer with international
law firm Clifford Chance in the UK and Hong Kong
❑
Worked in senior management positions at China.com Corporation (China internet portal) and Softbank International
Investment (venture capital/private equity) before founding BrillKids
James Liang – Director
❑
Mr. Liang is engaged with New Margin Ventures, with providing evaluation, finance and consulting for New Margin.
❑
Bachelor of Commerce from the University of British Columbia, obtained a Financial Risk Manager Certification from
the Global Association of Risk Associates (GARP) and completed two levels of the CFA exams.
Hans Xu – Advisor
❑
Managing Partner of New Margin Investment Management Co. Ltd. The company has been ranked as a top 5 Forbes
list venture capital firm in China over the past 15 years. He has helped the company successfully taken 100+
companies public internationally.
Zhou Gang – President and Director
❑
Over 10 years of experience in the live video broadcasting industry, served in senior management roles in prominent
China live streaming companies: Hangzhou Fuliao Technology Company and Zhejiang Pajia Network Technology
Company, both as COO, as well as Tiange Interactive Holdings as Operations Manager.
Gunther Roehlig – Director and CFO
❑
More than 20 years of experience in the financial and investment industry
❑
Specializes in restructuring, managing and financing junior public companies
Robert McMorran – Director
❑
Is a Certified Professional Accountant (CPA, CA).
❑
Director and or CFO of a number of companies.
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Thank You!
Hello Pal International
Suite 200-550 Denman Street
Vancouver, BC
Canada, V6G 3H1
(604) 683-0911
Investor Relations
investors@hellopal.com
(604) 416-1716
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